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is difficulty in coordinating the scale of signs with 28 nakshatras.
The table that follows does, however, show a real connection
between the two schemes.
Signs.	Letters.	Nakshatras.	Letters.
<Y>	d-1	28-2	d-1
8	u-b	3-5	u-b
n	k-s	5-7	k-k
ss	d-h	7-9	h-d
£1	m-t	10-12	m-t
TT?	p-t	12-14	*-p
—	r-t	14-16	r-t
fl\	n-j	17-19	n-j
$	d-p	19-21	b-p
1^	k-gh	21-23	j-k
ess	g-s	24-26	g-s
X	d-s	26-28	s-d
O. THE CALENDAR, etc.
In § 88 extracts from an Indian almanack are given, and in
other places a certain amount of information connected with the
calendar is given. Various eras are correctly equated as follows :
Year of	Age of the
a.d.    Aurangzeb.    Vikrama.    Saka.    Kali,     world in 1670.
1672	I5th	1729          1594      4773          3*892,771
The last value is obtained by adding together the periods for
the Krita, Treta, Dvapara and Kali (expired) yugas (see § 108).
The year is said to begin on 4th March, 167^; a and ist January,
167^, is equated with " I9th Rowson ' (Ramazan, but it should
be nth).
The length of the year is given as 360 days (but these are
saura days) ; as 372 days, on the ground " always in 2^ yeares
they ad one month beeing 30 dayes " (§§ in and 114); and
ordinarily 365 days (§ in). These statements about length of
the year may be taken as a measure of Marshall's comprehension
of Hindu astronomy; 2 and his remark on the tithi (§ 93) are of
the same type. See note to § in.
The month is counted from full Moon to full Moon and is
therefore Pumimanta (§ 88) ; but it is explained in § 113 that the
Hindus have four kinds of months, namely (i) full Moon to full
1	In the amanta system the lunar year began on I9th March, 167^ ;
but in the pftrnimdnta system the new year may be counted from the
previous full moon, which took place (with an eclipse) on the evening of
3rd March.
2	For an account of the length of the Hindu year see Hindu Astronomy,
p. 60 sqq. ;  Sewell and Dikshit's Indian Calendar, p. 6 sqq., etc.

